PARACENTESIS MODEL

The model has a self contained, self sealing water reservoir (14 X 15.5 cm) insert with a 500 cc fluid capacity. Model includes skin, fat layer, rectus abdominis muscles, uraclus and peritoneal cavity.

Water reservoir comes filled with fluid. After removing fluid from reservoir, reverse the procedure to refill the insert from the syringe.

THORACENTESIS MODEL

The model has a self contained, self sealing water reservoir (14 X 15.5 cm) insert with a 400 cc fluid capacity. The model includes skin, fat, muscle, ribs, parietal pleura and lung cavity (water reservoir).

Water reservoir comes filled with fluid. After removing fluid from reservoir, reverse procedure to refill the insert from the syringe.

The inserts should withstand 40 to 50 sticks and in some cases more, depending on the gauge of the needle before needing to be replaced.